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Abstract. Security protocols are small distributed programs that are
designed to ensure security over untrusted networks such as the Internet.
They are notoriously dificult to design and flaws can be found several
years after their publication and even their deployment. In particular,
they are not securely composable in general: two protocols may be se-
cure when analyzed separately but may cause harmful interactions to
each other. We explore how tagging protocols allows to securely com-
pose protocols.

Security protocols are small distributed programs that are designed to ensure se-
curity over untrusted networks such as the Internet. Examples of such programs
are protocols for e-payment, pay-per-view, authentication or e-voting. They are
notoriously dificult to design and flaws can be found several years after their
publication and even their deployment.

A recognized way of ensuring a better security level is to analyse security pro-
tocols using formal methods, providing rigorous proofs of their security. In this
vein, several decision procedures have been developed for checking security prop-
erties such as confidentiality or authenticity (e.g. [14,11,2,5,8,16]). These decision
procedures have often yield tools that are able to automatically prove security
or discovering flaws if any (e.g. [4,3,13,17,15,10]). While automatic tools are suc-
cessful in analyzing protocols in isolation, they do not perform well when used
for analyzing several protocols combined together. We summarize here two ap-
proaches (previously presented in [9] and [7]) that show how to securely compose
protocols. These results allow to analyze the security of protocols component by
component and then deduce directly the security of the combined protocol.

Parallel composition

Many protocols are executed simultaneously over the Internet and they may
share some datas such as keys. This is in particular the case of protocols when
several versions of the same protocol may be used at the same time (because not
everybody uses the most up-to-date version), when several modes are allowed
like in IKE, or when protocols make use of public keys. Even if a protocol has
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been proved secure against an active attacker that can read, block and create
messages, there are absolutely no guarantees that it remains secure when other
protocols (possibly variants of it) are executed in parallel in case they share some
secret information. Examples of unwanted interactions between protocols can be
found in e.g. [12]. To illustrate this discussion, we describe here the toy protocol
proposed in [9].

P1 : A → B : {s}pub(B)
P2 : A → B : {Na}pub(B)

B → A : Na

In protocol P1, the agent A simply sends a secret s encrypted under B’s public
key. In protocol P2, the agent sends some fresh nonce to B encrypted under B’s
public key. The agent B acknowledges A’s message by forwarding A’s nonce.
While P1 executed alone easily guarantees the secrecy of s, even against active
adversaries, the secrecy of s is no more guaranteed when the protocol P2 is
executed. Indeed, an adversary may use the protocol P2 as an oracle to decrypt
any message.

A way to avoid such a bad interaction is to tag messages, as proposed e.g.
in [1,12,6,5]. Tagging messages consist in adding a protocol identifier in each
cyphertext. For example, tagging P1 and P2 would result in the two following
protocols.

P ′
1 : A → B : {1, s}pub(B)

P ′
2 : A → B : {2, Na}pub(B)

B → A : Na

The main result of [9] demonstrates that such tagged protocols can be safely
executed simultaneously, provided that the shared information are either public
or are only used for encryption and decryption.

Secure refinement

The situation might be even more complex when protocols are interleaved, one
protocol establishing data for the other one and conversely. For example, some
protocols run sub-protocols e.g. to establish confidential or authenticated chan-
nels. Moreover, protocols usually assume pre-established keys such as long-term
symmetric keys or public keys associated with their legitimate owners. Such
datas are actually established themselves running other protocols such as key-
establishment protocols. Again, there is absolutely no guarantee that a protocol
proved secure assuming pre-established keys remains secure independently of
the way long-term keys are established. For example, consider the two following
protocols.

Q1 : A → B : {k2}K1 Q2 : A → B : k2, {s}k1

Protocol Q1 establishes a key k1 between A and B using some long-term
key k2. Protocol Q2 assumes two pre-established keys k1 and k2, reveals k2 and
uses k1 for transmitting a secret s. The protocol Q2 alone clearly guarantees the
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confidentiality of s. However, if Q1 is used for establishing k1 in Q2 then Q2 is no
longer secure. The main result of [7] shows how to securely compose protocols by
using distinct cryptographic primitives in each protocol (e.g. Diffie-Helmann for
establishing keys in one protocol and standard encryption and signature schemes
in the second protocol). If the same primitive needs to be used (e.g. encryption)
then tagging protocols again allows to securely combine protocols together.
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